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fullerton

james aliensallens study of william clayton is one of the most
important mormon biographies of our time there are several
reasons for this the first has to do with the specimen nateenat&enature of
claytonsclaytonaClaytons life although professor allenalienailen prefers to focus on
him as a study in discipleship rather than as a sample mormon
the time period involved necessarily gives clayton representative
significance during his years as a church member 1838 79 he
witnessed many of mormonismsMormonisms most significant historical
events he was part of the impressive harvest of english converts
brought into the church in the late 18309 and 1840s he partici-
pated in the saga of migration across the atlantic to the mormon
zion he lived in nauvoo and saw the saints lose their prophet
leaders through violence clayton was a part of the vanguard of
pioneers who first crossed the plains and entered the salt lake
valley he contributed to growth of the latter day saint common-
wealth under the leadership of brigham young and he saw the
coming of the railroad and the commencement of the national
crusade against mormon polygamy

more than this however because of his religious devotion
and a gift for organization claytonsclaytonaClay tons talents were often appro-
priated by the churchschurche leaders in important ways while he partici-
pated as a local leader in england before emigrating and was later
employed in certain lesser capacities by brigham young it was the
use of his abilities as a secretary and confidant of joseph smith for
which he is best remembered he also participated in musical
affairs in both nauvoo and the salt lake valley and was the author
of the well known hymn come come ye saints he was
secretary to the nauvoo masonic lodge a member of the secret
council of fifty a coinventor of the roadometerdometerroa author of the
latter day saints emigrants guide founding secretary ofofzcmiZCMI
utahsutahs first territorial auditor and recorder ofmarks andbrands and
one whose diary became the basis for several passages in joseph
smiths history of the church even this does not exhaust his
contributions

A well recorded and busy life does not by itself however a
great biography make it yet must be written alienallenailen does not
disappoint us here admitting vulnerability to affective attachment
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to clayton and concerned with avoiding the infection of his own
religious presuppositions into the material alienallenailen generally
succeeds in working around both difficulties clayton is plainly
shown for example as a man afflicted with bouts of paranoia
including fear that church authorities were romantically inter
ested in his wives neither does alienallenailen spare clayton as one maimed
by the frailties of an excessive gullibility or difficulty with alcohol
and rather than yielding to a simple faith promoting explanation
of claytonsclaytonaClaytons discipleship his continuing belief in the face of
personal hardship unfulfilled prophecy as with millennial expec-
tations associated with the civil war or insensitive demands upon
his time by church leaders alienallenailen turns to the aid of social science
citing a 1955 study by leon festinger henry W riecken and
stanley schachter when prophecy fails alienallenailen finds that william
claytonsclaytonaClaytons perseverance in the faith can be explained by conditions
that generate steadfast behavior in most religious groups most of
the time 315 16

it was claytonsclaytonaClaytons closeness to joseph smith and the diary he
kept while serving as josephs secretary that are probably most
interesting and to some perhaps most troubling alienallenailen gives us
numerous glimpses through claytonsclaytonaClaytons eyes of the conflict
between joseph and his wife emma over polygamy when with the
prophets consent clayton began pursuing the younger sister ofhis
first wife he too incurred emmas displeasure margaret moon the
young woman involved was engaged to another mormon then on
a mission for the church although margaret agreed to marry
clayton as a plural wife she yet had feelings for her former fianceflance
and the situation became complicated not only did emma express
ill will but claytonsclaytonaClaytons mother in law living in claytonsclaytonaClaytons home was
also terribly distraught by the affair when clayton asked joseph
about it the prophet assured him that he had done no wrong and
that rather than fretting clayton had a right to all the wives he
could get 193 216 n 4 joseph also told clayton not to worry
about the possibility of public discovery if necessary he might
have to be excommunicated but that would be only a charade
clayton could then be rebaptized and joseph said advanced just as
in the past in his account of this matter alienallenailen engages in one of the
few instances where in my own view he interferes to let the bullet
pass the prophets response he says was obviously a bit of
tongue in cheek 194 95

to suggest that those sections of the book dealing with
polygamy are nothing but compilations of spicy intrigue would be
grossly inaccurate not only does alienallenailen handle the materials
relating to claytonsclaytonaClaytons polygamy in nauvoo with restraint but his
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account ofofclaytonsclaytonsclaytonaClaytons subsequent marital life is sensitive biography
at its best clayton had ten wives and forty two children three of
the women divorced him through it all there were many trials
there were also many happy moments the courtship and marriage
to diantha farrfairfaitfalt sister of the man to whom margaret moon was
engaged is tenderly told it leaves no doubt that romantic feelings
were possible in plural contractions similarly the conflict felt by
another wife maria lyman clayton when her father apostle
amasa lyman was excommunicated for his involvement with
the godbeitesGodbeites is described with compassion for those on all sides
this episode provides alienallenailen with another example of claytonsclaytonaClaytons
discipleship because despite the great regard and friendship for his
father inlawin law and the affection felt for maria he was willing to
sacrifice both rather than forsake an orthodox devotion to his
church

another topic of interest to contemporary mormon historians
is the fascination clayton displayed for astrology and alchemy
alienallenailen makes the point that we must not be too judgmentaljudgmental here
because not only were many other americans of the time
including some mormonscormonsMormons interested in such things but they were
believed to have a foundation in scientific truth clayton was not
only a subscriber to astrological literature but dabbled in its use and
hoped to match astrological castings with church prophecy his
brief connection with alchemy involved an attempt to organize a
utah branch of the british metallic mutual association an
alchemic society and several unsuccessful tries at transmuting one
metal into another clayton was not only deceived in this but was
bilked out of a fair amount of money

part of what makes the volume so readable is less the strategic
commentary william claytonsclaytonaClaytons life permitted on such things as
joseph smiths private affairs polygamy and astrology than its
thoughtful record of the mundane the grit of daily account keeping
on land tithing and temple building in nauvoo personal dilemmas
arising from the prickly business of sorting out private financial
interests dealing with the smith family and settling the question
of the churchschurche leadership after the deaths of joseph and hyrum
the frictions delays and misunderstandings generated by the
logistics of movement to the rocky mountains claytonsclaytonaClaytons melan-
choly descent from the center of things of remembering joseph
but following brigham the disappointment of a mission to his
homeland marred by error and an unfortunate experience with
alcohol more than a window on the lives of the leaders aliensallens
work is overwhelmingly the life of william clayton nineteenth
century latter day saint
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finally something needs to be said about sources alienallenailen
makes it clear that the clayton diary used for the period through
early 1842 is in the BYU library this was the volume that he and
thomas alexander edited and published as manchester mormonscormonsMormons
the journal of william clayton 18401840242 santa barbara and salt
lake city peregrine smith 1974 and claytonsclaytonaClaytons record of the
overland journey from nauvoo to the great salt lake in 1846 47
was published by the clayton family association in 1921 while
alienallenailen refers throughout to other papers and letters found predomi
nantlybantly in the churchschurche archives in salt lake city the important
diaries for the period 1842 to 1846 are not discussed except in a
footnote on page 105 n 3 there the reader is told to see
claytonsclaytonaClaytons jjournalsournalsjournals for those years but is then infoinformednned that they are
in private custody and that alienallenailen was given their use by special
permission only so far as I1 could find there was no other
commentary on these particular documents anywhere in the book
information about claytonsclaytonaClaytons unpublished papers is little more than
cryptic throughout some greater account of provenance location
and conditions surrounding these materials would have been both
interesting and an aid to further scholarly inquiry aside from this
however the books documentation is ample clearly described
and helpful the work contains photographs of clayton and eight
of his wives

aliensallens engaging portrait of william clayton not only allows
us to share in the trials of a mormon disciple but evokes a sense
of recognition and empathy for him as a fellow man

RICHARD E BENNETT mormonscormons at the missouri 184618521846 1852
and should we die norman university of oklahoma press

1987 347 ppap 249524.952495

reviewed by gail geo holmes an omaha nebraska businessman and advisor
to the old council bluffs historical recovery and development group

richard E bennett archivist at elizabeth dafoe library
university of manitoba has done what archivists do best he has
marshalled an enormous collection of facts quotations and refer-
ences on mormonsmonnonsmormans at the missouri river between 1846 and 1852
in so doing bennett has served notice on LDS historians that they
can no longer ignore that nebulous place between nauvoo and salt
lake city


